Space Station needs, attributes and architectural options:  Summary briefing by unknown
General Disclaimer 
One or more of the Following Statements may affect this Document 
 
 This document has been reproduced from the best copy furnished by the 
organizational source. It is being released in the interest of making available as 
much information as possible. 
 
 This document may contain data, which exceeds the sheet parameters. It was 
furnished in this condition by the organizational source and is the best copy 
available. 
 
 This document may contain tone-on-tone or color graphs, charts and/or pictures, 
which have been reproduced in black and white. 
 
 This document is paginated as submitted by the original source. 
 
 Portions of this document are not fully legible due to the historical nature of some 
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193 5 A • Containerless Eli Lilly. Fluor CIROOI MTERIALS RES FAC iii 0F001 ELEC'Tfl(J"JIO£TIC fRO PIS 
0F002 SILIaw RIB~ IIAH PIS 
0f1003 8.EClR(WIC CIR EL9I iii 
CIfIOO4 IfATERIAL. f£l T IRERRI B 
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~ ~ 1~ ~ • Medical • Tucker Anthony. GTI 
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• High Market Value 
• High Value Per Pound 
• Uses Properties of Space 
• Long Market Life - Low 
Obsolescence Rate 
63 
• Bethlehem Steel 
• Celanese. MOC 
• Hoffmann-LaRoche 
• Baxter Travenol 
• Inco • Johnson & Johnson 
• Ford Aerospace • Comsat 
• Microgravity Research 
• Geosat Companies 
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EVALUATION OF MAN IN-ORBIT INFLUENCES 
All of the 88 missions were analyzed to determine the best accommodation for each in 
terms of J manned space station, a platform and a dedicated satellite. These were 
determined at three levels (required, desir~d ~nd acceptable for each). The required 
and desired degrees of accommodation are summarized here. 
Fifty-eight (36 + 22) of the 88 missions require or desire a space station for accom-
modation, 10 can best use a platform and 14 can be accommodated by either a space 
station or a platform. From this data it is clear that a manned Space Station should 
be a part of the initial system and that a platform should be jU')"f;:iously placed to 
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